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Golden Nugget Jewelers Announces Verragio Trunk Show in their Philadelphia Showroom 

Happy to be “Where Philly Gets Engaged,” Golden Nugget Jewelers has announced that they 

will be hosting an exclusive Verragio Trunk Show in their Philadelphia, Pennsylvania showroom 

October 20th, 21st, and 22nd.   

Featuring an array of award-wining bridal jewelry pieces, the Verragio Trunk Show at Golden 

Nugget Jewelers will offer customers the unique opportunity to explore from an expanded 

selection of one-of-a-kind diamond engagement rings, as well as women’s and men’s wedding 

bands by the New York-based designers of Verragio.  

When asked about the Verragio Trunk Show event, Golden Nugget Jewelers’ staff member 

Kevin Arnold said, “we are super excited to host the Verragio Trunk Show event for another 

year. And with Golden Nugget Jewelers being the only authorized Verragio retailer in the 

Philadelphia area, our customers can be sure that the perfect piece of Verragio designer bridal 

jewelry is available in our showroom today.” 

For more information on the Verragio Trunk Show event at Golden Nugget Jewelers, please call 

(215)-925-2777, visit their “Contact Us” page, or talk to a jewelry professional in the 

Philadelphia location of Golden Nugget Jewelers today. 

About Golden Nugget Jewelers: 

Located at the corner of 8th and Chestnut Street in the historic “Jeweler’s Row” section of 

Philadelphia, Golden Nugget Jewelers is a retailer of fine jewelry items including, loose 

diamonds, wedding bands, engagement rings, and fashion jewelry. Since 1987, the family-

owned and operated Golden Nugget Jewelers has become known as ‘Where Philly Gets 

Engaged’ and is proudly presents one of the largest designer-made jewelry selections in the 

greater Philadelphia area.  

For more information on the events, promotions, and products available now at Golden Nugget 

Jewelers, please call (215)-925-2777, visit GoldenNuggetJewelry.com, or stop by the 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania showroom of Golden Nugget Jewelers today. 
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